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Naming Users 

Bitcoin Local Names 

  

 
This writeup describes how to go about naming users in bitcoin 
emphasizing anonymity, groups, ease of use, and flexibility. 

When looking at your transactions in your Bitcoin wallet, it’s good to know 
who you are interacting with. On the other hand Bitcoin is anonymous. To 
maintain the anonymity properties I propose that names be local and be 
selected by the user to refer to his peers. So far this is straightforward. 

I go a step further and show how names can be made globally unique by 
binding them to the globally unique public keys owned by the named user. 
I also allow the creation of compound names that refer to the names others 
are using locally on their machine and binding those compound names to 
the corresponding public keys of the named persons. These compound 
names always refer to public keys that are globally unique. You can pass 
these names bundled with the associated public keys to other users 
allowing them to create or check transactions that refer to those users 
without breaking the anonymity properties. 

This document describes Bitcoin Local Names without going into detail 
about the structures used to implement them. 
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1. Local Names and Name Spaces  
Because names serve as handles for human users, it is important that I, the user, be 
able to create names rather freely using well-chosen identifiers. My examples use 

specific identifiers such as A, B, Alice, Bob, Fred usually in typewriter font. These 

are names chosen by me for the people I interact with. 

In Bitcoin, Local Names are just a human usable definition for a public key stored in my 
wallet. I start by formally assigning a name space for every public key. I use public keys 

rather that wallets to anchor names since I know every public key is unique. Note that 
often the name space for a key may be empty. 

There is no hierarchy of name spaces. Bitcoin does not require a “root” or “root key”. I 
show later that name spaces can be built bottom-up in a distributed manner from a 
collection of name spaces I get from other users. 

So, a local name in Bitcoin is an arbitrary identifier. For example,  

 Fred  

represents a basic Bitcoin name "Fred" in the name-space defined by any of the public 
keys in the wallet that I own. For now let’s assume the wallet has a single owner and I 
own a set of public-private key pairs in my wallet. 

A default setting would have all my public keys have the same name space. This doesn’t 
have to always be true. For example a merchant may have a wallet holding keys he 
mentally assigns to different customers. He may want to have different name spaces for 
each key. 

Internally, when global uniqueness is important to the code, a name in Bitcoin is 
revealed to be a pair consisting of a public key and an arbitrary identifier. For example,  

 Fred⋅GeorgeK  

represents a basic Bitcoin name "Fred" in the name-space of the key GeorgeK , which is 

one of George’s public keys. I say that A⋅K  belongs to the name space of key K and I 

can think of it as K’s A or GeorgeK ’s Fred  in my example. 

Local names in different name spaces are unrelated to each other, even if they use the 
same identifier. Local names may be chosen in an arbitrary manner. The owner of the 
wallet can decide what conventions he wishes to use when assigning names. 

In this paper I use K , AK , BK , 'K ,
1

K ,
2

K , … to denote specific public keys. I omit 

discussion of the corresponding secret keys. In particular, if I say that an action is 

performed by a particular key, iK , I mean that something was signed by the secret key 

whose corresponding public key is iK . 

In practice, a key is represented by a data structure that specifies the key fully. In this 

writeup I use symbols, such as iK , to represent such data structures. 

1.1 The Value of a Local Name  

In Bitcoin, all principals are represented by their public keys. A principal is an 
individual, process, or active entity distinctly recognizable because they own and 
transfer Bitcoins. It is convenient to say that the principle is the public key. 
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A Bitcoin wallet will bind local names to principals. This is done by binding to the 
public keys that the named principal owns. So if the wallet holds the following binding, 

 

aK=Alice  

 

Then this says that the person I know as Alice owns the public key aK .  

A name, such as Alice⋅K , need not have the same meaning as the name Alice⋅'K  

when 'KK ≠ .  The owner of key K may know a completely different Alice than the Alice 
known to the owner of key K’. 

In Bitcoin a name can be bound to many keys. This is because a principal can own 
many keys. Bitcoin is flexible enough to handle this. In Bitcoin, name values are always 

sets of keys. Hence, the value of Fred⋅GeorgeK  is a set of keys representing the keys 

that I know about that Fred owns. Note, he may own others I don’t know about or this 
value may be the empty set. A name in Bitcoin thus represents a group of public keys. 

The terminology SK =+⋅A  indicates that the set of keys, S, is added to the set of keys 

for A⋅K . This assignment does not invalidate others for the same local name. The 
effect is cumulative.  

Again, remember an implementation would not require me to specify my local key K if 

all my keys have the same name space or if I set one key as my default. I would use 

S=+A  instead of SK =+⋅A . 

Internally a name record is R=(K,A,S), where S is the set of public keys bound to the 

name A⋅K , providing a definition for the local name A⋅K . 

2. Bitcoin Compound Names  
Bitcoin allows “compound names” as well as local names. A compound name is a 

sequence consisting of a key followed by two or more identifiers separated by “⋅”s. 

A name is thus either a local name or a compound name. Compound names expand the 
expressive power of Bitcoin names, but do not have separate definitions. Their meaning 
is defined in terms of the meaning of related local names. 

For example, a typical compound name might be 

FredAlice⋅ ,  and 

customer1FredAlice ⋅⋅  

They can be thought of as “my Alice’s Fred” and “my Alice’s Fred’s customer1”. This way 

name spaces can become linked and interdependent in a flexible and powerful manner. 

2.1 Calculating the Value of a Compound Name 

The value of a compound name is implied by the values of various related names 
recursively as follows. 

  
n32

A'

n21
AAA'AAA

1

⋅⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅⋅
⋅∈

KK U
KK

KK  
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That is, the name is parenthesized as follows ( )( )( )
n21

AAA ⋅⋅⋅⋅ KK  and the innermost 

term is evaluated into a set of keys. The remaining terms are recursively evaluated in 
the names space of each of those keys and the union of the resulting sets forms the 
final set of keys held by the compound name. 

For example, Let’s assume I’m Larry’s accountant and Larry did some consulting work 

for Alice and expects a payment from her. let AK  be one of Alice’s public keys. Then it 

might be the case that Cust103Larry ⋅  is my name for his customer because he 

calls her Cust103 and I call him Larry (and he sent me the name record for Cust103). 

It’s value would be AK . 

Now I could also create a local name for Alice: 

  Cust103LarryerAlice_Walt ⋅=  

Because I happen to know Alice personally and want to have a local name for her. 

3. Passing Names Around 
You send names in Bitcoin by exporting them to a text record that can be pasted into 

an email and sent to another user. I could export, for example, Larry, my name for my 

friend Larry. What gets packaged is a name record R=(K,A,S) where K is one of my keys 

(the name space holder), A is Larry, and S is the set of keys I know for Larry. 

I could also export a compound name Cust103Larry ⋅ . What gets sent is a little 

more complex. It’s the name record R=(K,A,S)  for Larry and the name record for 

Cust103 that I received from Larry. One of the keys in S must be the name space 

holder for Cust103 . Otherwise the compound name is invalid. 

When names such as Cust103 are imported new name records are created. If I don’t 

have a name for the name space key and the name can only be refered to using a raw 

key as in Cust103⋅LK . The wallet would normally recognize I have a name for LK  

and allow me to use Cust103Larry ⋅  right away.  

If a compound name such as alt1Cust103 ⋅ is imported then multiple name records 

are created and a validity check is made to make sure the name space holder for 

alt1 is in Cust103 . 

In the future, options may be added to specify the public key(s) to bundle or a default to 
include only latest key I have for each name. Options for which of my name spaces I 
want sent could include any of my keys, all my keys, a particular key the recipient 
knows me by, or a new fresh key to hold the name space for this particular transfer. 

It would also be good to decide what a URN or URI for a Bitcoin compound name would 
look like. 
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4. An Example  
Figures 1 and 2 give an example of a set of name records and the values of the names 
they define. 

Name records created by Alice: 

 

friends-myBobfriends

Tedfriends

Carolfriends

Bobfriends

TedCarolJonesTed

CarolJonesCarol

Bob

⋅⋅=+⋅

⋅=+⋅

⋅=+⋅

⋅=⋅
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⋅=⋅

=⋅
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KK
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KK

KK

KK

 

 

Names created by Bob: 

Frankfriends-my

Alicefriends-my

Frank

CarolJones

Alice

⋅=+⋅

⋅=⋅

=⋅

=⋅

=⋅

BB

BB

FB

CB
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KK

KK

KK
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Names created by Carol: 

TC KK =⋅Ted  

Figure 1. Typical example of name certificates 
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Figure 2. Values of local names in Figure 1 
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You may have noticed the name friends created by Alice. It has keys from many 

principals. This may be useful to Alice if her wallet allows her to create different 
accounts showing what came in from whom, and she wants the total that came in from 
her friends shown as a separate entry. 

Notice another subtlety. Alice’s friends include Bob’s my-friends. Alice made that 
explicit with the last record she created. 

 

friends-myBobfriends ⋅⋅=+⋅ AA KK  

 

At the time of creation she may not have known every name on Bob’s my-friends. 

(Again, the AK  will be dropped if it’s implied). 

 


